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"These dolphins, once you pin
them on your chest, leave deep
marks, right over your heart,
long after the uniforms have
been put away.”

USS Scorpion (SSN 589)
USS Scorpion (SSN-589) was a Skipjack-class nuclear-powered
submarine that served in the United States Navy, and the sixth vessel, and
second submarine, of the U.S. Navy to carry that name.
Scorpion was lost with all hands on 22 May 1968. She is one of two nuclear
submarines the U.S. Navy has lost, the other being USS Thresher.[3] She was
one of the four mysterious submarine disappearances in 1968, the others
being the Israeli submarine INS Dakar, the French submarine Minerve, and
the Soviet submarine K-129.

USSVI Creed: "To perpetuate the memory of our shipmates who gave their
lives in the pursuit of duties while serving their country. That their
dedication, deeds and supreme sacri ce be a constant source
of motivation toward greater accomplishments. Pledge loyalty and
patriotism to the United States of America and its Constitution."
www.facebook.com/groups/snugharborbase
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Snug Harbor Base
Officers
We are seeking ways to locate other former submariners in our area
who might like to join us. If you know of someone in the Space Coast
area who used to serve in submarines (or still does!) please tell them
about the USSVI and the Snug Harbor Base. You can direct them to
the Base website at www.snugharborbase.com for more information
about the Base.

Base Commander
Alex Krivitza
(321) 652-1850
ajkrivitza@gmail.com

Vice Commander
David Self
(513) 519-3314
vice-commander@snugharborbase.com

COB

Frank Saukel
(321) 777-4748
shjr215@gmail.com

Meetings
The Snug Harbor Base of the USSVI meets at the
DRS Community Center located at
1089 South Patrick Dr, Satellite Beach, FL.
Unless otherwise noted, our meetings will be on the
1st Saturday of each month beginning at 1400hrs.
Social hour starts at 1300hrs

Treasurer
Mark Anderson
(321) 544-8929
manderson6@c l.rr.com

Secretary
Martha K. Spruitenburg
(321) 956-9337
mspruite@cfl.rr.com

Chaplain
Robert Fredrickson
(860) 833-6296
goodshepmin@gmail.com

Our Purpose is
"To Perpetuate the memory of our shipmates who gave their lives in
the pursuit of their duties while serving their country. That their
dedication, deeds and supreme sacrifice be a constant source of
motivation toward greater accomplishments. Pledge loyalty and
patriotism to the United States of America and its Constitution.
In addition to perpetuating the memory of departed shipmates, we
shall provide a way for all Submariners to gather for the mutual
benefit and enjoyment. Our common heritage as Submariners shall be
strengthened by camaraderie. We support a strong U.S. Submarine
Force.
The organization will engage in various projects and deeds that will
bring about the perpetual remembrance of those shipmates who have
given the supreme sacrifice. The organization will also endeavor to
educate all third parties it comes in contact with about the services our
submarine brothers performed and how their sacrifices made possible
the freedom and lifestyle we enjoy today."
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Store Keeper
David Laing
(321) 258-4124
djlaing@att.net

POC / Webmaster
David Self
(513) 519-3314
webmaster@snugharborbase.com

The Beacon Editor
David Self
(513) 519-3314
thebeacon@snugharborbase.com

P.O. Box 372730,
Satellite Beach, FL 32937
(321) 652-1850
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Vice-Commander’s Corner
Last month I took a trip to Cincinna and got to par cipate in the Findlay Market Parade (Cincinna Reds
Opening Day Parade) with the Cincinna Base. We rode on the USS Cincinna Float and the Submarine
Vets were very visible and audible sounding the diving alarm along the route. This is, by far, the best
parade I’ve ever been in. It is es mated that 130,000 were in a endance for the parade. There are a
couple pictures on page 11.
Anyway, back to Snug Harbor Base, well at least the USSVI. We are told that the
Na onal website will be up and running soon. I don’t mean to sound like a Downer
Debi, but I’ll believe it when I log into it. Un l it is xed, unless you are using your
phone, a Mac, an iPad, or older PC running Explorer, you won’t be able to long on. If
you need to look something up on the Na onal website either email me or you can
use my iPad at the mee ng to log in.
We are s ll working on ge ng our membership records straightened out.
With the Na onal website FUBR and our treasurer has been in re-hab for four
months, our records have many discrepancies. I’m blaming the Na onal
o ce for this problem. Our Treasurer has no way of upda ng the
membership records. The Na onal database shows that we have 28
members, who have paid Na onal dues but are Dink on Base dues. I
am checking these 28 out to see what is going on. By the look of who
is on that list, I’m sure 90-100% of them are paid up. Once this is
veri ed, I will update the Na onal site and update our Dink list on
our website.
It seems like all I deliver in this report is bad news. It is not intended
that way, it’s just something that happens. I will try to have posi ve news
next month or at least make it sound posi ve.
Don’t forget the mee ng at the DRS Center on May 7th. Mee ng starts at 1400hrs,
but if you show up at 1300hrs we will feed you and also we’ll have me for some sea
stories. See you then.

David Self
Vice-Commander
Snug Harbor Base - USSVI
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Snug Harbor Base Minutes
There was no April Meeting, therefore no minutes

A Submarine
Born in the shops of the Devil, Designed in the brains of a iend; Filled with acid and crude oil, And
christened "A Submarine".
The poets send in their ditties, Of Battleships spick and clean; But never a word in their columns,
Do you see of a submarine.
I'll try and depict our story, In a very laconic way; Please have patience to listen, Until I have
inished my say.
We eat where’er we can ind it, And sleep hanging up on the hooks; Conditions under which we're
existing, Are never published in books.
Life on these boats is obnoxious, And that is using mild terms; We are never bothered by sickness,
There isn't any room for germs.
We are never troubled with varmints, There are things even a cockroach can't stand. And any selfrespecting rodent, Quick as possible beats it for land.
And that little one dollar per dive, We receive to submerge out of sight; Is often earned more than
double, By charging batteries at night.
And that extra compensation, We receive on boats like these; We never really get at all, It's spent on
soap and dungarees.
Machinists get soaked in fuel oil, Electricians in H2SO4; Gunnersmates with 600W, And torpedo
slush galore.
When we come into the Navy Yard, We are looked upon with disgrace; And they make out some
new regulations, To it our particular case.
Now all you Battleship sailors, When you are feelin’ disgruntled and mean; Just pack your bag and
hammock, And go to "A Submarine"
Sub Base newspaper in Groton, CT in 1966. There was no author listed for this piece. It is reputed to
have been written by a sailor off the N-2
ED NOTE: Although, we can relate to most of these statements, these are conditions a Submariner
on a nuc-boat don’t truly understand.
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A Game Changer:
Meet The Navy’s Block IV Virginia-Class Submarine

U.S. Navy Block IV Virginia-class Attack Submarines Ready to Harass Enemy Shipping – The
USS Montana, a fast attack Virginia-class Block IV submarine, has been introduced to the navy.
The Montana is almost ready for patrols after passing sea trials earlier this year. Huntington Ingalls
Industries produced the 21st Virginia-class sub and this is the third Block IV boat. Ten thousand
workers toiled on the submarine for Montana’s production that began in 2015.
The Navy Is Pumping Out the Block IVs - The Montana is the third of ten Block IV submarines,
and it was originally christened in 2020. Its planned service life is 30-years. The Montana came after
the second Block IV sub, USS Oregon, which was delivered last month at General Dynamics
Electric Boat.
The Block IV Has Multiple Mission Parameters - Fast attack submarines can destroy enemy
surface eet vessels, sink other subs, collect intelligence, launch land-attack cruise missiles, insert
teams of SEALs, engage in mine warfare, and escort aircraft carriers as part of a battle group. The
Virginia-class Block IVs are replacing many of the older Los Angeles-class attack submarines as
that sub is retired.
Large Boat Has Ample Firepower - Virginia-class Block IV submarines displace 7,835 tons, with a
hull length of 377-feet and a diameter of 34-feet. They can attain speeds of 25-knots with the power
from its nuclear reactor. They can dive to more than 800-feet. These boats feature Mark 48
advanced capability torpedoes and Tomahawk cruise missiles, according to Naval News. The sub
comes with the Virginia Payload Module, an 84-foot-long, mid-ship section has four large-diameter,
vertical launch tubes for keeping and launching more Tomahawks and other payloads.
Bring the SEALs to Battle - Block IV Virginia-class subs can sneak close to shore with their y-bywire ship control system that aids in traveling in shallow waters. The boat can handle large teams of
SEALs and their gear with a new torpedo room that features a lockout trunk for divers.
Of cers Can Achieve Greater Situational Awareness - The captain of the sub can see the
surface better with improved telescoping with two photonics masts that have infrared digital
cameras.
Keep Them Out to Sea - The $3.45 billion Block IV boats are designed to have shorter
maintenance periods for longer periods at sea. The overall life of the submarine will be increased.
Signi cant Part of Naval Strategy - The Montana is headed for Norfolk where it will conduct more
tests and adjustments and then on to Hawaii for home port. The sub will be a critical piece of
maritime defense tactics in the Indo-Paci c region. China is pumping out more ships, militarizing
disputed islands, and patrolling close to American surface ships. The more advanced Block V boats
will likely be able to launch hypersonic missiles. Thus, it is clear that Virginia-class subs will
continue to help the United States accomplish its strategic objectives in the 21st Century.
Now serving as 1945’s Defense and National Security Editor, Brent M. Eastwood, PhD, is the author of Humans, Machines, and Data: Future Trends
in Warfare. He is an Emerging Threats expert and former U.S. Army Infantry of cer. You can follow him on Twitter @BMEastwood.
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At another European conference held in France
a number of international engineers were in
attendance. During one of the morning breaks, a
French engineer came running back into the
room saying, “Have you heard the latest dumb
stunt the Americans’ are doing? They are
sending an aircraft carrier to Indonesia because
of the tsunami. What do they intend to do,
bomb Indonesia?”

nuclear powered and can supply unlimited
emergency electrical power to critical facilities
on shore; they each have three cafeterias with
the capacity to feed 4,000 people three meals a
day, they can produce 72,000 thousand gallons
of fresh water from sea water each day, and
they carry half a dozen helicopters which can be
used to transport the injured and any victims to
and from their light deck.

A Boeing Aircraft Corporation engineer who
was in attendance spoke up and said: “Every
American aircraft carrier has three fully
functioning hospitals on board that can treat
several hundred people a day; they are all

We Sir, have eleven such ships; said the Boeing
Engineer, how many does France have?”
You could have heard a pin drop.
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ack on the sea oor surprised analysts.
( From the Navy Du elbag - a Navy Sa re website)
by Cat Astronaut

UNDERWATER — Led by the missile
cruiser Moskva, the lagship of its Black
Sea Fleet, the Russian Navy on Thursday
launched a full-scale invasion of the
bottom of the Black Sea.
“I call on all nations of the Black Sea Floor
to condemn this unprovoked attack on
our sovereign benthic zone,” said
Aleksandr Koval ish, a spiny dog ish and
spokesman for the Black Sea Aquatic
Federation. “The ishes, mammals,
mollusks, and other creatures of the
briny deep will respond in full force to
this lagrant act of aggression.”
The Slava-class ship was commissioned by the Soviet navy in 1983. Since its launch, the Moskva has
primarily been involved in surface operations against non-marine life, with the exception of one
incident in 1988 when its hull was breached by a narwhal.
Russian leadership reportedly decided to launch the attack after several operational failures on the
surface at the hands of land-based Ukrainian humans. Their stated motives are to denazify the
sea loor and eliminate anti-Russian sentiment in the undersea region.
“The many ishes of the Black Sea have always been culturally a part of Russia, and we are setting
history right by bringing them back into the Russian Federation,” Russian Adm. Nikolai Yevmenov
said. “That, and we’re pretty sure they don’t have cruise missiles. They don’t have cruise missiles,
right?”
The international community has condemned Russia’s sub-aquatic attack, while at the same time
noting that they wouldn’t mind seeing a few more Russian warships submerged.
“The attack is mainly a symbolic one, seeing as no military has ever been able to conquer and hold
territory 7,000 feet underwater,” a U.S. intelligence of icial said. “That said, Russia’s overt violation
of maritime law will certainly rally migratory species and marine animals in surrounding bodies of
water to the cause.”
At press time, a number of Russian aircraft had exploded mid- light and plummeted to the earth in
what many analysts believed was the start of a Russian air force invasion of the ground.
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Cat Astronaut is a demobilized mobile infantryman and the creator of medieval and fantasy satire
site Ye Olde Tyme News.
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01 May — Third Annual First Responders Appreciation BBQ at the VMC and Park 12-1500. Free for all
First Responders, Active Duty and Veterans including BBQ, drinks, music, special kids events, vendors
that support First Responders and veterans. Done in partnership with Back
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Submarines in the United States Navy
inside of the tank. Sounds inside the tank at pressure
sound as if they are "far away".
Training
After acceptance into the submarine program,
candidates undergo a demanding training schedule,
which includes attendance by all Of icers and nonnuclear trained enlisted personnel at the U.S. Naval
Submarine School New London, located within the
Naval Submarine Base New London, in Groton,
Connecticut, (NAVSUBSCOL at SUBASENLON) as well as
rigorous technical training in different specialty areas.
Besides their academic and technical training, much of
which is Classi ied Secret or Top Secret, all prospective
US Naval Submariners, both of icers and enlisted
personnel, undergo 3 phases of physical training and
testing related to the intense pressure differential
between the surface and submarine operating depth.
Pressure training
Pressure training is conducted in a 2 day course
including classroom and lab training:
The irst test is for the ability to perform the Valsalva
maneuver, named for Antonio Maria Valsalva. If a
submarine training candidate cannot perform the
Valsalva maneuver under doctor's supervision at
normal atmospheric pressure, that candidate is not
rejected as un it for submarine service but may not
continue the high risk pressure training as follows.
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In the second phase of testing, called Pressure Testing,
candidates who have successfully performed the
Valsalva maneuver will be subjected to increased
ambient pressure. This test is performed under the
supervision of a diving-certi ied medical doctor. All
testees enter a pressure chamber, accompanied by the
doctor, and the 'tank' is sealed. Typically, there is in the
chamber a somewhat surprising object: an in lated
volleyball, water polo ball or similar in lated ball. Upon
sealing the tank, pressure is increased, while the testees
equalize their eardrum pressure. (if any testee is unable
to 'Valsalva', the test stops, and pressure is slowly
released.) Pressure builds within the chamber until the
chamber is equal to water pressure at "escape depth". At
this point, the chamber feels very warm and dry, and the
volleyball has become compressed enough that it has
become the shape of a bowl, and appears to have been
emptied of air, due to the greatly increased air pressure

During the controlled release of pressure from the tank,
the air in the chamber becomes quite chilled and a fog
forms in the chamber, often precipitating as a sort of
dew. (See adiabatic expansion) Once pressure is fully
released, the candidates are examined with an otoscope
to check for ruptured eardrums. Candidates with
ruptured eardrums are removed from the testing cycle
until healed, depending on the severity of the injury.
Escape training
The third phase of testing for submarine itness is
escape training, utilizing the Steinke hood submarine
escape appliance, or colloquially known as the Steinke
hood or, more familiarly, as "Stinky hood". This is a very
complex device, but essentially it covers the head and
shoulders during ascent from a stranded submarine,
allowing air to escape during ascent, which is necessary
as the expanding air in the lungs would otherwise cause
disastrous injury. Actual training with the Steinke Hood
is done in a Submarine Escape Training Tower to
simulate a submarine stranded on the loor of the sea
bed.
The escape testing proceeds as in the pressure test,
except that this time, a hatch in the loor of the pressure
chamber is opened. The chamber immediately adjoins a
cylindrical tower full of water, tall enough to simulate
the depth of a stranded submarine. Because the air
pressure inside the chamber is equal to the pressure of
the water in the tower, the water does not enter the
chamber.
Donning the Steinke hood, the testee enters the water
and immediately commences a rapid ascent, due to the
buoyancy of the escape device. As they ascend, each
testee must allow the air in his lungs to escape, this is
facilitated by yelling as loudly as possible. Typically they
are told to yell "HO HO HO"repeatedly. If one does not
forcefully and continuously expel air from the lungs in
this manner, they may be gravely injured or killed. The
air exiting the lungs is allowed to exit the hood through
a set of two one-way valves, keeping the device in lated
but not over-in lated. Upon reaching the top, the testee
swims to the side, climbs up, removes his Steinke Hood,
de lates it, stands at parade rest, and yells "I FEEL
FINE", while a corpsman examines the testee.
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Submarines in the United States Navy
schedule in place for the remainder of the leet. The
Mark 8, its predecessor, was a double layer suit
which gave the wearer the appearance of a Michelin
Man. One layer was eliminated, and the fabric was
used to build a life raft that would it in the same
package that the original suit came in. Because it is a
full body suit, the Mark 10 provides thermal
protection once the wearer reaches the surface, and
the British Royal Navy has successfully tested it at six
hundred foot depths.

Continued from page 10

Successfully completing the escape training requires
two trials, one of them at double the depth of the
irst. On completion of escape training, testees are
now considered bubbleheads.
As of 2015, the Steinke Hood is slated for
replacement with the Mark 10 Submarine Escape
Immersion Equipment (SEIE) suit. The Mark 10 will
allow submariners to escape from much deeper
depths than currently possible with the Steinke
Hood. Some US Navy submarines already have the
system, with an ambitious installation and training

The Mark 10 Submarine Escape and Immersion
Equipment suit is slated to be in place aboard all US
Navy submarines by 2007. The navies of twenty-two
nations currently use SEIE units of some type.

Reds Opening Day Parade
Cincinnati Base / USSVI
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WHENCE COMETH THE NAME “TAPS?”
Contributed By Art Randall (Eternal Patrol)

The word "taps" is derived from the Dutch word "Taptoe," or time to close up all the taps and taverns
in the garrisoned towns. In a volume entitled, The Military Guide to Young Of icers, by Thomas
Simes, reprinted in Philadelphia in 1776 there are instructions for the Of icer of the Guard.
"The tattoo” is generally best at nine o'clock at night in the summer and eight in the winter. It is
performed by the Drum Major and all the drummers and ifers of that regiment which gave a Captain
of the Main Guard that day.”
The “tattoo” is the signal given for the soldiers to retire to their barracks or quarters, to put out their
ire and candle and go to bed. The public houses are at the same time, to shut their doors, and sell no
more liquor that night."
A British military dictionary published in 1876 states, "The term Post is given to the bugling which
precedes the tattoo. This is the irst part, the last part that follows it is the last Post. The last post is
sounded on a trumpet or bugle at British military funerals.”
When the American Navy adopted the custom of sounding Taps at funerals seems to be unknown.
Accounts of military funerals on board the Constitution in 1846 recorded the "Dead March from
Saul" as the only music at a burial at sea.
Muf led drums are mentioned in addition to the "Dead March" at the burial of Commodore Claxton
at Valparaiso in 1841.
A letter to the New York Times suggested that the world famous bugle call was composed by General
Daniel Butter ield, Commander of a Brigade in the Army of the Potomac and that it was irst sounded
by the writer's father, Oliver W. Norton, Brigade Bugler, in July 1862, at Harrison's Landing on the
lower James River in Virginia.
The General reportedly wrote the notes on the back of an old envelope and summoned Bugler
Norton and directed him to sound the notes. After a few changes, the call was inally arranged to suit
General Butter ield and ordered substituted that night for regulation "taps" or extinguish lights,
which up to that time have been used by the US Army.

A dog gave birth to puppies near the road and was cited for littering.
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2022 Calendar
ALL BASE MEETINGS TO BE HELD @1400hrs
Social Hour begins @1300hrs
DRS Community Center
1089 SOUTH PATRICK DR.
SATELLITE BEACH, FL

May 7…Base Meeting
June 4…Base Meeting
July 9…Base Meeting
August 6, 1100hrs…Base Meeting / Indoor Picnic @ DRS Center
September 10…Base Meeting
October 1…Base Meeting
November 5, 1100hrs…Base Meeting / Picnic
December 3…Base Meeting

ETERNAL PATROL PREPARATIONS
Shipmates, while we hope your day and those of your shipmates is far off in the future, we
must nevertheless prepare. Please copy this notice and place it with your will or important
papers.
IMPORTANT
In the case of my death, please immediately notify the U.S. Submarine Veterans Inc.,
(USSVI) at 877-542-3483 or 360-337-2978 and give the person on duty the information
regarding my death, funeral, and burial arrangements, plus who they can contact for followup and support. This information can alternatively be E-Mailed to the National Of ce at
of ce@ussvi.org.
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Also, contact Snug Harbor Base Commander at (321) 652-1850 or cdr.snugharbor@gmail.com
with this information
as well.
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Base
Dues
$15
Per
Year

Make Checks
to: “USSVI-Snug
Harbor
Make payable
Checks Payable
to:
Base” “USSVI-Snug Harbor Base”

Snug Harbor Base Membership Chairman
PO Box 372737
Satellite Beach, FL 32937
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Submarines on Eternal Patrol
Spend a moment in silence for these departed
shipmates.

USS Squalus (SS-192)Lost on 23 May 1939 with a loss of 26
men when it looded and sank off Portsmouth, New Hampshire.
The boat was salvaged and re-commissioned under a new
name.

USS Lagarto (SS-371) Lost with all hands (86 men) on 3 May
1945 in the Gulf of Siam during a Japanese surface attack.

USS Stickleback (SS-415) Rammed on exercises off Hawaii by
USS Silverstein (DD- 534) on 28 May 1958. All crew safely
evacuated prior to sinking 29 May 1958.

USS Scorpion (SSN-589) Lost with all hands (99 men) on 22
May 1968 due to unknown causes 400 miles southwest of the
Azores in the Atlantic.

Sailors Rest Your Oars, We have the Watch
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U.S. Submarine Veterans, Inc
Snug Harbor Base
David Self – Editor
P.O. Box 372730,
Satellite Beach, FL 32937
www.snugharborbase.com

If you are receiving a snail mail copy of The Beacon and have an email account,
please send your email address to vice-commander@snugharborbase.com. By
doing this, you will receive your copy sooner and help cut costs for the base.

They that go down to the sea in ships, that do business in great waters;
these see the works of the LORD, and his wonders in the deep.
Psalms 107:23-24
16

